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Small Groups, Big Impact
How to use small groups for church-wide discipleship.
Dave Dunham

T
here are days where I feel like I have no clue what I am doing. When I
went from pastoring a church of 150 to a church of 1,000, I had a lot of
those days. Of course at one level it is not that different. People all
have the same general needs and desires. But now there were a lot

more of them and I found myself struggling to figure out how to oversee the
discipleship of a larger congregation.

In our small rural church in Southern Ohio, I knew everybody. I knew their
struggles and needs. I could gauge their spiritual growth and help many of
them on an individual basis. That is simply not possible at my present church
in the Detroit metro area. In my initial months at the church, I was
frustrated, often running my hands through what little hair I have left. How
was I going to help disciple this many people?

The solution was found through using our small groups more effectively. To
see discipleship happen church-wide, I needed to harness the potential of
our small groups ministry.

The true value of small groups

The first step in the process was to reinvigorate our small groups. Some in
the congregation were already convinced of the importance of the ministry,
but many were not. I knew I had to get more people to buy into the vision of
small group ministry. Communicating the role of groups would be vital.

Small groups enable churches to fulfill the "one another" commands of
Scripture. We are told to love one another, instruct one another, pray for one
another, bear one another's burdens, even kiss one another (incorporate that
last one carefully). Small groups provide the church with unique
opportunities to build relationships where we can hold one another
accountable, pray for one another, challenge one another, and support one
another. While much of the church acknowledged the importance such
engagement, it was not happening. But the more we communicated the
importance of these biblical mandates through testimonials, promotional
events, and literature, the more people bought into the significance of these
groups.
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Not another Bible study

Far too many small groups are just as one more Bible study during the week.
We are a strong teaching church; we didn't need one more Bible study. We
needed to cultivate a context where people were going to be challenged and
supported in applying what they are already learning.

I also realized that I needed to equip my leaders to promote and measure
spiritual growth among our members. That meant teaching them what to
look for and how to help others develop healthy characteristics of a follower
of Christ. To that end, we have taught our leaders how to look for the "Four
C's"— Biblical Content, Christ-like Character, Christian Community, and
Discipleship Competency (I am indebted to Bob Kellemen for this tool).

We spend time in our workshops discussing these characteristics, how to
spot them, and how to promote them. This is how we gauge the spiritual
health of our church. Here's a quick at each of the four characteristics:

Biblical content refers to a person's comprehension of what the Bible says
and how they should study it. Do members of my small group know where
the books of the Bible are? Do they have trouble interpreting passages
properly? Are they prone to proof-texting? Are they able to accurately apply
God's Word to situations in their lives? I want to make sure that the people in
our groups are growing in their knowledge of the Word of God.
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Thanks for sharing those different aspect of your discipleship process. We're working on our own and it's
great to hear what other people are doing. I get frustrated when churches make discipleship a huge
complicated process. I'm trying out asking one question with a person once a week and seeing how well
that works. Right along with that, I get frustrated when people think discipleship is all about an intense list
of do's and don'ts. Thanks so much for your thoughts.
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